ASSESSMENT GUIDELINES
HANDBOOK
This handbook has been developed to provide MTU Cork teaching
staff with an overview of the remote assessment tools available to
them in Canvas and other integrated systems and the processes to
support assessment and deal with any issues arising with a view to the
end of the current semester. The handbook is organised so that each
tool is briefly overviewed, after which key information is provided with
regard to relevant Internet or connectivity requirements, summary
implementa-tion steps, online TEL Dept training resources and key
authentication and security tips and reminders. We hope the handbook
provides useful and clear guidance on these important topics.
Please direct any comments and queries to our helpdesk system
at edtech@mtu.ie

ASSESSMENT
ASSESSMENT
OPTIONS
OPTIONS
If you are unsure about what assessment tool may align to the appropriate assessment approach, please consider the following options:
APPROACH
1
Continuous Assessment

DETAILS/ ONLINE SUPPORT

STEPS

Assignments in Canvas
These involve students submitting a ﬁle for review.
May be suitable for:
essays
recorded video demonstrations
or other video ﬁles
lab reports
learning logs
narrated presentations, etc
portfolio

1

Quizzes in Canvas
Quizzes are a type of assessment, typically
composed of a deﬁned series of shorter questions.
Quizzes may be suitable for:
short question exam
MCQs
in-tray exercise
open book
or instant report
or essay-based exam

1

2

2
Time-limited
In-class Tests

2

Time-limited Canvas Quizzes
These are quizzes that are released at speciﬁc
dates/times and have a time limit for completion.
Quizzes can also be passcode protected and be
released out to different student groups at different
times. A range of additional security measures and
availability options can be activated to increase
integrity and reliability.

Open Book
Exams

For open book exams that require students to
type in or select onscreen answers, Canvas
Assignments or Canvas Quizzes can be used
in the manner described above.

Studentaccesses
accesses
Student
& takes quiz
& takes
quiz

2

Certain question types
are auto-corrected,
others require manual
review. In both cases
marks and feedback
provided via Canvas

4

3

Lecturer creates
quiz in Canvas

Lecturer assigns timelimit and date and time
restrictions for quiz

NOTE: If the open book
exam requires students
to write down their answers
then they are required to
download the Canvas
Student app.

Student accesses
and takes quiz at
speciﬁc date/time

1

There are few learning objectives that cannot be validly
assessed through the use of the assignment feature as
part of a continuous assessment approach

Students taking a quiz will require a working connection for the duration
of the quiz

Single right answer MCQs may have limited validity for
more advanced learning objectives and the use of Canvas
Quiz features such as short answer questions and multiple
correct answer questions is recommended as a way to
ensure quizzes test for more than just factual or replicative
knowledge
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4

3
Student writes
down their answers
on some paper

Lecturer releases
exam questions to
student at speciﬁc
date/time

Lecturer creates
assignment in
Canvas

Student accesses
canvas assignment
in Canvas Student
app

Authentication for both Assignments and Quizzes are based
on Canvas authentication and enrolment

Validity/Suitability

Authentication

Students taking a quiz will require a working connection for the duration
of the quiz

Single right answer MCQs may have limited validity for
more advanced learning objectives and the use of Canvas
Quiz features such as short answer questions and multiple
correct answer questions is recommended as a way to
ensure quizzes test for more than just factual or replicative
knowledge

Authentication is based on Canvas authentication and enrolment
and additional authentication is based on time-limited access and
release
Additional authentication features such as password protection
and randomisation of questions can be enabled to support further
security
Time-limiting quizzes and other assessments may be thought of as authentication
measures to the extent that they make certain categories of academic dishonesty -such as student collusion or conspiracy -- more diﬃcult to achieve but may also
place hard-to-meet technical or temporal requirements upon students

Technical Requirements

Validity/Suitability

Authentication

Students taking a hand-written exam will need a smartphone and will need
to download the Canvas Student app

Open book exams have low validity for testing rote
learning and recall but good validity for testing higher
order thinking, problem solving, application and analysis

Authentication is based on Canvas authentication and enrolment

Students will need to ensure that their smart phone is charged and has
a working camera
The student uses
the Canvas Student
app to capture their
handwritten notes
and to upload them
to Canvas

Authentication

Technical Requirements

Certain question types
are auto-corrected,
others require manual
review. In both cases
marks and feedback
provided via Canvas

2

Validity/Suitability

Students taking an assignment will need enough connectivity to upload the
relevant ﬁle. Assignments requiring larger ﬁle sizes should be highlighted
to students

A trial run is recommended for time-limited quizzes

*
Open Book Exams
If students are required to write down their open
book exam answers or submit handwritten work,
then the recommended solution is for them to use
the Canvas student app to capture their work and
then submit it as a Canvas assignment.

Technical Requirements
Lecturer accesses
submissions and
provides marks
and feedback
in Canvas

3

Lecturer creates
quiz in Canvas

[If more detailed authentication is required please
see “Closed Book Exams” below]

3

3
Student views
assignment and
subsequently
submits ﬁle or
ﬁles

Lecturer creates
assignment in
Canvas

1

SPECIAL NOTES/ REQUIREMENTS

Students will require suﬃcient connectivity to access the assignment and to
upload the relevant images from their smart phone within the allocated time

Open book exams and other open book assessment may
also be said to have good validity for authentic real-world
tasks which typically allow individuals to consult with a
range of information sources and services

Presentation of work in the student’s own hand writing might
also be regarded as an authentication measure, esp if other
hand writing samples are available
Time-limiting exams may be thought of as an authentication measure to the extent
that it makes certain categories of academic dishonesty -- such as student collusion
or conspiracy -- more diﬃcult to achieve but may also place hard-to-meet technical
or temporal requirements upon students

FOUR KEY
QUESTIONS
1

Have you communicated all relevant
information to your students?
This can include:
Date, Time and Duration of the Assessment, including
when they can access it
Any special instructions including the assessment
brief and any formatting guidelines
How to contact you before, or during the live online
assessment

2

Is your assessment published and
available to students?
Is your assessment published? In your assessment settings,
does the 'Available from' Date match the planned “sitting”
time for your assessment?

3

Are students able to access the assessment?
Looking at your assessment and module in the “Student view”
is a good way to check what students see and to ensure they
cannot see anything they are not supposed to. If you are using
Zoom, is it clear to students how they should access it?

4

Have you ensured that students cannot see
important files prior to the assessment?
The Student View can help you to ensure that important files
are hidden/ unavailable prior to the assessment or that students
cannot see correct answers after completing the assessment
(e.g. the correct answers to questions in a quiz)

ADDITIONAL
TEL SUPPORTS

To access the full range of TEL training videos which outline the process of setting up and providing
assessment features in Canvas, please see the training recordings available from The Dept of TEL
YouTube channel.

For some additional considerations on how to ensure that your Canvas assessments are effective
and secure, please see the following links:

Checklist for assessments in Canvas
Checklist for assessment security and integrity
Tips for using Canvas Quizzes
Tips for Open Book Exams

Remember that if you have any technical issues, please contact
Canvas 24/7 support by either accessing Canvas’ Help Menu
which appears in the platform’s main menu, or calling Canvas
24/7 support on 1800 817 304.

CANVAS
QUIZZES
Quizzes are a standard type of assessment in Canvas, typically but not always composed of a defined series
of shorter questions, many of which can be auto-corrected by the system.
Canvas quizzes can feature a range of different types of questions, although the most common question types
would include single correct answer MCQs, short answer questions, multiple correct answer
questions, etc.
Canvas quizzes can be used for supporting continuous assessment, but are far more commonly used

om

to support time-limited
tests.
Zo

Internet or Connectivity Requirements
Students taking a quiz in Canvas will require students to have a working connection
for the duration of the quiz.
A trial run is recommended for time-limited quizzes to ensure that all technical and
security features are working correctly.

Steps

1

2
Student accesses
& takes quiz

Lecturer creates quiz
in Canvas

3

Certain question types
are auto-corrected,
others require manual
review. In both cases
marks and feedback
provided via Canvas.

4

Marks and feedback are
assigned (if required for
non auto-corrected questions). Quiz logs may also
be checked for irregular
activity

Guidelines

ASSESSMENT GUIDELINES
CANVAS QUIZZES

To learn about the process of setting up a quiz in Canvas, please view
this recording of a training session from TEL staff. The session covers:
Setting up an automated quiz in Canvas
Adding quiz questions and managing question banks
Providing and limiting student access
To learn about the process of setting up advanced quiz settings in Canvas,
please view this recording of a training session from TEL staff. The
session covers the following topics:
Making use of question banks and options for randomising questions
Moderating student submissions and providing feedback
Concluding quizzes and ensuring security

Canvas Quiz: Authentication and Security Issues
Students taking quizzes must first be logged into Canvas and additional security features can be added in terms of
time-limited access and release. Password protection and randomisation of questions can also be enabled.
Adding a time-limit to a quiz can make certain categories of academic dishonesty -- such as student collusion or
conspiracy -- more difficult but may also place hard-to-meet technical or temporal requirements upon students.
Security recommendations for quiz settings:
When creating a quiz, the option to time-limit the quiz is available
in the "Settings" area for the quiz, under "Time Limit". When this
is selected, you can set a time limit for the quiz - within which
students should submit their answers. It is recommended to set
the Available from time for a quiz in Canvas (the date and time at
which it becomes available to students) and to set the Until time
(the date and time it becomes unavailable to them) as the time at
which the quiz should end.
How do I do this?
Select 'Restrict student result view' button in quiz settings. Otherwise, students will be able to see the correct answers when they
have finished the quiz (and potentially share these).
How do I do this?
Randomise questions by selecting the 'Shuffle questions' and
“Shuffle answers” buttons in quiz settings. This can help to limit
collusion.
How do I do this?
You can have the quiz draw from a random set of questions by
creating and using question banks. This will greatly limit any
potential for collusion.
How do I do this?

CANVAS
ASSIGNMENTS
Canvas assignments involve students submitting a file for review or assessment before a specified deadline. Such
files would typically include essays, lab reports, learning logs, portfolios, recorded video demonstrations or other
video files.
Assignments are a useful assessment tool for any activity which -- in a physical context -- would involve students
handing something up or dropping something in for you. There is also an option to introduce anti-plagiarism or plagiarism detection measures by creating an Ouriginal assignment, which will check uploaded student work for similarity
to subscription journals and books, web pages and work submitted by other students.
Assignments can be useful for supporting continuous assessment, or may be used to support open book exams.

Internet or Connectivity Requirements
Students taking an assignment will need a sufficiently good internet connection to view
the assignment itself and to upload the relevant file. Assignments requiring larger file sizes
should be highlighted to students in case this presents a difficulty for them.

Steps

1

2

m

Zoo

Lecturer creates
assignment in
Canvas

3

Student views assignment
and subsequently submits
ﬁle or ﬁles

4
Lecturer accesses submissions and provides
marks and feedback in
Canvas

Grades and feedback can
be "hidden" from students
until all student submissions have been marked,
then released to all

ASSESSMENT GUIDELINES
CANVAS ASSIGNMENTS

Guidelines
To learn how to set up a standard Canvas assignment,
please view this recording of a training session from TEL
staff. The recording covers:
Setting up an assignment in Canvas.
Marking and providing feedback to student submissions.
To learn about the process of setting up an Ouriginal assignment in
Canvas, please view this recording of a training session from TEL staff.
The recording covers the following topics:
What plagiarism is, how to detect it and what to do next
How to create an Ouriginal assignment
How to interpret originality feedback from Ouriginal and how to
provide feedback to students.

Assignment: Authentication and Security Issues
Students submitting against an assignment must be logged into Canvas with their unique MTU credentials. While an assignment
can be set to allow submissions after a deadline has passed, late submissions will be flagged by the system.
The use of anti-plagiarism software for assignments arguably adds an additional layer of authentication as it checks student submissions against a range of other sources and flags potentially plagiarised material, although it should be noted that these results
act as a guide only and need to be interpreted by the examiner themselves

Security recommendations for assignment settings:
Be sure you don’t accidentally share any assignment-related content in the module itself before time. Such content could
include items in your “Files” area, which you will need to hide or make unavailable.
How do I do this?
You may wish to consider allowing submissions after the assignment due date to accommodate students who have
undeclared accommodation entitlements or who may encounter real-time technical or operational issues that might need to
be accommodated on appeal or in retrospect. All late submissions will be marked for your review.
How do I do this?

ZOOM LIVE
ASSESSMENT

m

Zoo

Zoom Live assessments involve students conducting or performing some kind of activity, live or synchronously, over Zoom,
which they are assessed on by their lecturer/s.
Live sessions conducted over Zoom can be recorded with these recordings being used to aid feedback and marking, evidence
learning and can also be shared back with students to support self or peer review. Live assessments may in this way be suitable
or have validity for assessment methods such as interviews, presentations, performances, demonstrating use of equipment or
software, etc.
While Zoom allows students to live share their screens, camera and audio it is not supported or recommended as a solution
for remote proctoring or invigilation as it lacks a number of the requisite features and settings.

Internet or Connectivity Requirements
Students undertaking a live session require the use of Zoom and, depending on assessment requirements, the ability to share a webcam and/or screen. Student requirements
can include:
Ability to use Zoom including installation of the Zoom app
A stable internet connection with sufficient upload and download speed
Microphone or headset
Webcam

Steps
1

2
Lecturer and student
agrees date and time
for live session

3

m

Zoo

Lecturer creates a Zoom
class or meeting and allow
the student/students to
join at the scheduled time

4
Student uses mic and,
as appropriate, webcam
and/or screenshare.

Student conducts
presentation, interview,
performance, etc

5
Lecturer provides marks and feedback live
online and/ or in Canvas gradebook

ASSESSMENT GUIDELINES
ZOOM LIVE ASSESSMENT

Guidelines
To learn about the process of setting up a Zoom session via
Canvas, please view this recording of a training session from TEL
staff. This covers the following topics:
How you can share media and other teaching assets with students
How you can control student access to microphones and screen
sharing
To learn about the potential use of Zoom for assessment, please
view this recording of a training session from TEL staff. This
session covers:
Examples of assessment scenarios using Zoom.
Facilitating student presentations.
Power tips for presentations in Zoom.

Zoom: Authentication and Security Issues
Authentication is based on Canvas and Zoom enrolment and authentication.
Security recommendations for the standard use of Zoom are applicable
for this type of assessment, where lecturers will retain full control over:
Access to the room (via the waiting room feature)
How do I do this?
Student microphone, webcam and screen-sharing permissions
How do I do this?
Lecturers can further control the visibility of student work through
the use of Zoom breakout rooms, which only allow those within a
breakout room to see the interview/ performance/ presentation,
etc.
How do I do this?
If you are planning to conduct live assessment sessions with students
one after the other, try to build in some time for the “switch over” (e.g.
5 minutes) between students: it can take some time for one student to
leave the room and for the next to enter, for each to set up their microphone and webcam and for you to allow them to share their screen, etc.

RECEIVING
HAND-WRITTEN
ANSWERS IN CANVAS
Depending on your assessment requirements, you may want students to submit their answers for time-limited assessments
as hand-written answers.
The recommended solution in this instance is to create a Canvas assignment and for students to capture their work and
then submit it using the Canvas student app.

Internet or Connectivity Requirements
Students uploading photographs of their hand-written answers to an assignment will
need sufficient internet connectivity to upload the relevant files.
Students taking a hand-written exam will need a smartphone and will need to download
the Canvas Student app for Apple or Android in advance of the exam. For uploading
photographs of their hand-written answers, students will also need to ensure that their
smartphone:
Is charged
Has a working camera
Has sufficient internet connectivity to access the assignment and to upload
the relevant images

Steps
1

2
Lecturer creates
assignment in
Canvas

Lecturer releases the
assessment material
to the student at a
speciﬁc date/time

3
Student completes assessment within the time
window provided (where written work is required,
the student writes down their answers on paper)

4
Student submits the assignment on Canvas (where
the student submits written work, they use the
Canvas Student app to capture handwritten notes
and upload them to Canvas)

Note: If the open book exam requires
students to write down their answers,
then they are required to download
the Canvas Student App

ASSESSMENT GUIDELINES
HAND-WRITTEN ANSWERS IN CANVAS

Guidelines
To learn how to set up a standard Canvas assignment,
please view this recording of a training session from TEL
staff. This session covers the following topics:
Setting up an assignment in Canvas.
Marking and providing feedback to student submissions.
For guidelines on how to set up, support and access submissions for
an Open Book Exams on Canvas, please see this help article.
To learn about the process of how students submit using the Canvas
Student app, please view the demonstration video here.
There are also guidelines for students on how to submit using the app here.

Assignment: Authentication and Security Issues
Authentication for an open book exam is based on Canvas authentication and enrolment and additional authentication is based
on time-limited access and release. Students should only be allowed access to the exam questions at a specific date and time,
after which they are given a specific amount of time to submit their answers.
Students are also authenticated through the Canvas student app which they use to photograph and upload their hand-written
answers. Presentation of work in the student’s own hand writing might also be regarded as an authentication measure, especially if other hand writing samples are available.
Security recommendations for open book assignment settings
include:
Set the correct submission type in the assignment settings. If students are uploading traditional files (e.g. word document or PDF)
or photographs of hand-written answers, it is recommended to
set the submission type to "Online" and select "File Uploads"
How do I do this?
Be sure that any important items related to the assignment are
not visible in the module. If you have uploaded the exam paper
to the system prior to the exam, ensure that the “files” item in the
navigation menu is hidden and/ or that any relevant items are
unavailable
How do I do this?
Try to ensure that students provide you with legible photographs of their work. Potentially the most effective way to promote
this is to add a penalty for non-legible photographs.
It should be the responsibility of the student to ensure that they can upload photographs using the Canvas student app on their
smartphone. The Dept of TEL has created a practice course where students can access guidelines on how to take and
upload hand-written answers using the Canvas app and practice this process. Students can enrol on this here.

ACCOMMODATING
STUDENTS NEEDS
Some students may require additional time to complete time-limited assessments
as part of a reasonable accommodation or other additional support/allowance.
Additional time can be facilitated for the following remote assessment tools in the
following ways:

Canvas Quizzes
You may moderate a quiz to allow additional time (according to a quiz timer) for individual students. This can be done in
order to allow certain students additional time to take a quiz (e.g. if a quiz has a set time of 1 hr, it can be moderated to
allow one student 1 hr and 15mins). Please note: you must set this for specific students prior to said students beginning a quiz.
It cannot be done after a student has started.

How do I do this?

Canvas Assignments
Option 1:
You can create a Canvas assignment with the additional time added and make this assignment available only to the relevant
student or students requiring it.
How do I do this?
Option 2:
Alternatively, you can set your Canvas assignment to accept late submissions beyond a specified deadline. Late submissions
- past this due date - will be flagged by the system, but no automatic penalties will be applied by Canvas meaning, effectively,
that reasonable accommodations can be added after the assessment is complete. This may be the better option as it means
students who qualify for extra time but who were not identified in advance of the assessment can be retrospectively accommodated. Please note: Canvas assignments will not be accessible after the “Available Until” setting if this is specified by you.
How do I do this?

